Pakistan

Sr. No. | Nomenclature | Institution/Authority | Corresponding Equivalent in Pakistan
--- | --- | --- | ---
28. | Diploma in Nursing | Punjab Nursing Service Council | HSSC (Nursing Group & Pre-Medical Group)
29. | Diploma in Commerce Education | Pakistan Technical Education Boards | HSSC (Commerce Group)
30. | Diploma of Associate Engineer | Boards of Technical Education Pakistan | HSSC (Pre-Engineering)
31. | Certificate of Fazl-ud-Din | Madrasah M.Edali, Darul Apeed wali Qalat, Lahore | HSSC (Arts) as a special case
32. | Intermediate | Alama Iqbal Open University Islamabad | Intermediate of Boards of Education in Pakistan

Note: 1. The equivalent of the Intermediate Certificate will be granted to those students of Alama Iqbal Open University who qualify in the following compulsory subjects of the University, besides other requirements.

   a. Islamic Education
   b. Pakistan Studies
   c. English
   d. Urdu/Sindhi

2. There will be a minimum gap of two years between the passing of SSC and HSSC Examination.

33. | Diploma in Intermediate Examination | Pakistan Military Academy, Kakul | HSSC (Relevant Group)
34. | Diploma in PAF Apprentice Course | School of Aeronautics & Electronics | HSSC (Technical Group)
35. | Army/Air Forces Intermediate Examination | Pakistan Army | HSSC/Intermediate
36. | Diploma in Medics | Commercial Institute of Pakistan (RITM) | HSSC/Intermediate
37. | Diploma in Electro Medicine | Govt. Polytechnic Institute, Lahore | Diploma of Associate Engineer
38. | B Class Diploma of Licensed Engineer | Fauji College of Engineering, Lahore | Technical Assistants Laser Engineer
39. | Licentiate Engineer Diploma LE & F.E.M. and L.A.E. | Govt. Polytechnic Institute, Sialkot and Lahore | Three Years’ Post Matric Diploma of Associate Engineer
40. | Licentiate Engineer Diploma LE & F.E.M. and L.A.E. | West Pakistan Board of Technical Education | Three Years’ Post Matric Diploma of Associate Engineer
41. | Associate Engineer Diploma | West Pakistan Board of Technical Education | Three Years’ Post Matric Diploma of Associate Engineers
42. | Diploma in Electro Mechanic Course (EMC) | Govt. Technical Institute, Lahore from 1951 onwards | -
43. | Certificate (deunct) | Govt. School of Engineering, Rawalpindi | -
44. | Diploma in Mechanics | Govt. Technical Institute Sialkot (A four years’ Post Matric Course) | -
45. | Three Years Diploma Course | N.E.D. Engineering College Karachi | -
46. | Three Years Diploma | Previously run at National College of Arts, Lahore | -
47. | Diploma in Associate Engineer in any Technology | Swedish Institute of Technology in Pakistan | Three Years’ DAE from any Board of Technical Education in the same Technology
48. | Diploma in Instructional Programme | School of Electronics, PAF | Three Years’ Post Matric Diploma of Associate Engineers (Eligible to appear in B.A. Examination)
49. | Diploma in Instructional Programme | School of Aeronautics, PAF | Three Years’ Post Matric Diploma of Associate Engineers (Eligible to appear in B.A. Examination)
50. | Diploma in Instructional Programme | Technical Assistants Course at NAE Naval Headquarters, Karachi | -
51. | Diploma in Foreman Signal Coursed | Army School of Signal, Rawalpindi | -
52. | Machine Shop Course | SME Craftsman/Parwizab | -
53. | Auto & Diesel Courses | - | -
54. | Diploma in Radio and Electronics Courses | - | -
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